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 INTRODUCTION 

upply chains connect organizations on a regional, national, and global level, enabling them to
ointly manufacture products and offer services. The importance of well-functioning supply chains
or both business and everyday life has been prominently demonstrated over the past years. Dis-
uptions caused by climate change [ 94 ], COVID-19 [ 177 ], the Suez canal obstruction [ 93 ], or the
ussian invasion of Ukraine [ 195 ] have a lasting impact on the production and distribution of
oods and materials, resulting, e.g., in shortages of grain, fuel, pharmaceuticals, and semiconduc-
ors that affect manufacturers, consumers, and societies worldwide. As a result, organizations in-
est in strengthening the robustness and resilience of supply chains, i.e., the ability to maintain or
uickly return to normal operation after disruptions [ 110 ]. Due to globally connected economies
ith complex supply chains, this endeavor requires holistic solutions, e.g., by establishing circular

conomies [ 13 ] or redesigning global production networks and manufactured products [ 110 ]. 
Data sharing and tighter collaborations between supply chain participants have been identified

s prominent drivers for increasing the robustness and resilience of global supply chains [ 159 ,
02 ]. In fact, the establishment of reliable communication channels has long been recognized as a
ritical success factor for managing supply chains [ 1 ] as well as the business processes the supply
hains run on top of [ 143 ]; in the face of today’s challenges, this requirement only gains further
mportance. 

For example, production planning and control requires organizations to exchange accurate de-
ivery estimates and demand forecasts, e.g., to avoid the bullwhip effect [ 38 ]. Similarly, to identify
nd react to unforeseen circumstances quickly, real-time monitoring systems must be established,
nd they must be able to collect information from the entire supply chain [ 92 , 100 , 154 , 214 ]. Lastly,
rovenance information is required to recall defunct products and to detect their origins by tracing
hem upstream in supply chains [ 56 , 129 ]. 

As a consequence, digital supply chains ( DSCs ), which center around the automated and
igitized information exchange between organizations, have emerged and gained further traction
n recent years [ 27 , 151 , 190 ]. This notable shift increasingly connects traditional supply chain

anagement to IT-based solutions. However, related work so far has primarily been driven by
upply chain experts, who may not be aware of state-of-the-art solutions in potentially beneficial
T-related research. Missing this opportunity could lead to unused potentials in both supply chain
esearch and real-world deployments of DSCs. 

While organizational barriers, such as a missing sense of urgency or costs [ 4 ], are present,
rganizations also face severe technological challenges, e.g., related to IT security and privacy
hen setting up the required communication infrastructure [ 103 , 181 ], for which they lack the

orresponding competence and skills [ 66 ]. 
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Fig. 1. The foundation and methodology of our survey article. 
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In light of the transition from traditional to digitized supply chains, in this article, we investi-
ate the extent and building blocks of technical contributions that promise reliable information flows .
onsidering that the academic literature on supply chain management is vast and diverse, we first
ave to gain an overview of which computer science-related ideas are already well-accepted in the
upply-chain community. Accordingly, we center our efforts on analyzing to which extent these
deas are captured in survey articles and recent research articles from the supply-chain domain.
verall, we find that survey articles in this domain focus on quantitative aspects (articles per year,

rticles by region or venue, used methods, and others) for specific factors only. Despite the acclaim
f their importance, more emphasis should be put on the essential, crucial information flows, their
nderlying data communication, and the means and concepts to implement them. Furthermore,
e observe that corresponding (academic) solutions are either (1) not on-point (i.e., too general),

2) overly use case-specific, (3) with a strictly economic focus only, or (4) not properly evaluated.
onsequently, the latest advances in IT-based solutions have little influence on real-world deploy-
ents and the evolution of supply chains. In conclusion, we find that computer science research

as widely neglected to establish reliable information flows in supply chains, thus impeding sus-
ainable technical solutions from a computer science perspective. 

With our work, we systematically survey the current state of reaching reliability for information
flows) as a critical building block for DSCs to incentivize further collaboration between computer
cientists and supply-chain experts in the future. To this end, we qualitatively evaluate to which
xtent technological solutions and relevant security needs for establishing (reliable) information
ows are already prevalent in the context of supply chains. 
Furthermore, we follow a holistic approach as proposed by Peng et al. [ 127 ]; that is, we compre-

ensively analyze the impact of the respective technology on supply chains. Generally, we adopt
he approach in Figure 1 : Based on domain knowledge in foundational supply chain literature, we
ummarize key supply chain characteristics as a first step. These characteristics enable us to sys-
ematically discuss the nature of a specific supply chain and, in particular, the business relations
ithin it. We then focus on information flows that need to be established to support use cases

uch as production planning or tracking and tracing. Here, we conduct a qualitative meta-survey,
.e., we specifically target existing survey articles to analyze the state of the art. Our approach has
wo distinct advantages. First, focusing on survey articles allows us to efficiently cover a vast re-
earch corpus of thousands of research articles. Second, this approach enables us to identify which
eneral ideas are well-known and accepted in the respective research community. We argue that
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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overed articles and ideas are likely to have a certain level of visibility and potentially even impact
n future developments. 
Our corresponding meta-survey covers the period 2010–2021, i.e., we capture developments of
ore than one decade. Based on our meta-survey, we derive an information flow taxonomy. The

bjective of this step is to systematically describe requirements on the information flows along
hree dimensions: (1) data (the nature of the data that needs to be exchanged), (2) security (aspects
ocusing on the protection of exchanged information), and (3) utility (aspects related to the quality
f the information flow). In a subsequent step, we then utilize the supply chain characteristics and
ur novel taxonomy to discuss the current state of technical solutions for implementing (new)
nformation flows within specific supply chains and eventually discuss future research directions.

Contributions. Our contributions are threefold. First, we conduct a systematic literature re-
iew to provide a comprehensive overview of information flows in supply chains, revealing the
eglected view of the full information lifecycle. Second, we consolidate the discussions of different
trings of research by (a) formalizing the characteristics of supply chains and (b) deriving a taxon-
my on information flow-focused supply chain research to facilitate interdisciplinary exchange.
hird, based on our findings, we derive the need for in-depth interdisciplinary research, with an
mphasis on the reliability of information flows in supply chains. This work thus lays the founda-
ion to make this interdisciplinary topic holistically accessible to computer scientists and supply
hain experts. 

Organization. The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces fun-
amental background on supply chains (including characteristics to describe business relations
ithin). Section 3 presents our meta-survey, including our research questions, the review ap-
roach, an overview of the identified publications, and a brief discussion of the respective pub-

ications. Based on our survey, Section 4 introduces our supply chain information flow taxonomy,
eviews existing terms that characterize information flows against our taxonomy, and exempli-
es our taxonomy using common supply chain use cases. Section 5 discusses currently (mostly)
ntapped research directions and how they are required for a successful future supply chain man-
gement on a more general level, covering the intersection of supply chain and computer science
esearch. Finally, Section 6 concludes this survey article. 

 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND 

s a foundation for our analysis of information flows, we first establish a common basis concern-
ng supply chains from a business perspective that is also comprehensible for other domains. To
his end, in Section 2.1 , we give a brief overview of supply chain management ( SCM ). Subse-
uently, in Section 2.2 , we introduce the dimensions of digital SCM and we describe its relation
ith business process management in Section 2.3 . Moving toward information flows along supply

hains, we highlight well-established use cases in Section 2.4 . Based on this overview, Section 2.5
hen discusses SCM and its information flows from a computer science perspective, i.e., we present
nalogies to well-known computer science concepts to ease the comprehension of this business-
ocused view. 

.1 Supply Chain Management (SCM) 

raditionally, supply chains are primarily concerned with the flow of (physical) products. To im-
rove cross-company business processes, supply chains also increasingly implement information
ows between their participants. In contrast to mostly unidirectional product flows, information
ows are implemented both upstream and downstream (cf. Figure 2 ), and even detached from the
riginal supply chain structure. More importantly though, information flows are not necessarily
imited to a single hop, i.e., they might cover multiple hops (vertical collaboration), e.g., between
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 2. Product and information flows concern a number of stakeholders along the supply chain (based 

on [ 89 ]). While product flows are unidirectional, information flows are established in both directions and 

potentially cover multiple hops. As such, data communication is the backbone of modern supply chains. 
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ier-1 suppliers and consumers [ 35 , 84 ], different branches, e.g., multiple customers of a single sup-
lier, or even structures that exceed the scope of a supply chain (horizontal collaboration) [ 16 ]. In
act, numerous actors are involved in supply chains, and the complexity increases constantly [ 55 ,
11 , 123 , 145 ]. Extending on Figure 2 , distributors, retailers, commodity corporations, and many
ther actors can be involved in complex supply chain networks [ 111 ]. 
SCM coordinates and optimizes the material, information, and financial flows throughout the

upply chain [ 108 , 160 ] while aiming at the maximization of value creation [ 196 ]. The affected
upply chain processes range from raw material extraction to delivering the manufactured prod-
ct while considering consumer relationships, customer service and demands, order fulfillment,
anufacturing flow, procurement, and product development, as well as commercialization and re-

pective return processes [ 33 ]. The fundamental idea of SCM is based on the belief that efficiency
an be improved through information sharing, joint planning across suppliers and customers, and
ther collaborations [ 21 ]. 
The effectiveness of SCM also depends on real-time processing of information, process

lignment (supplier integration), (aligned) decision-making [ 197 ], and synchronized financial
ows [ 108 ]. In particular, order management, production planning, data management, and tracking
an counteract the efficiency decline of the supply chain [ 73 ]. As such, SCM enables the system-
tic planning, management, and coordination of supply chains. However, only when implemented
ffectively, SCM helps its diverse actors to monitor the supply chain in real-time to promote its
esponsiveness [ 164 ] as well as resilience [ 98 ]. With the increasing awareness of SCM success fac-
ors, stakeholders are gradually beginning to provide and source more information within supply
hains [ 208 ]. 

Overall, SCM concerns both short-term and long-term decisions and strategies of a multitude
f stakeholders in supply chains to handle product, financial, and information flows. 

.2 Dimensions of Digital SCM 

ith the past and still ongoing developments of supply chains toward increasingly integrated
uppliers, and more dynamic business relationships, the importance of digitized supply chains,
heir management, and the integration of novel technologies to support (data) communication is
ignificantly increasing [ 61 , 111 , 209 ]. Thus, overall, supply chains transitioned to complex and
lobal networks, encompassing a large number of stakeholders. Moreover, the reduction of trade
arriers and greater interconnection of additional supply chain partners are driving the scope and
rowth of a global economy. 

2.2.1 Supply Chain Characteristics. Conceptually, various features that determine the business
elationship influence the characteristics of supply chains. The structural complexity of supply
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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hains is influenced by the system size, the degree of order (linkage), and the categories of ele-
ents [ 31 ]. Here, the elements include the different members of the supply chains (e.g., suppli-

rs, manufacturers, distributors) as well as the information, product, and financial flows [ 31 , 163 ].
he supply chain, modeled as a graph or network, is further characterized by the path length

average number of actors or tiers that must be traversed between any two actors), the connectiv-
ty distribution (average number of connections possessed by each node in the network) and the
lustering coefficient (expresses network transitivity, i.e., the average probability of two neighbor-
ng nodes that are connected to a given local node are also connected to each other) [ 65 ]. More-
ver, different network structures (small-world, scale-free, community, and hierarchical) exist in
ractice [ 201 ]. 
Depending on the geographic location of supply chain partners, we also gradually distinguish

ocal and global supply chains [ 101 ]. Additionally, the duration of collaboration can range from
hort-term to long-term, and the relationship can be coordinated or a pure exchange relation-
hip [ 165 ]. When looking at the dynamism in the choice of business partners, supply chains can
e static (partners are relatively stable) or dynamic (partners vary depending on the market oppor-
unity) [ 87 ]. Thus, based on the dynamism and the background of relationships, trust is a crucial
actor as well [ 60 ]. 

Fawcett et al. [ 46 ] distinguish four levels of trust (limited trust, transactional trust, relational
rust, and collaborative trust). With limited trust, the focus on the relationship lies in obtaining the
owest short-term cost at a fixed quality level. Transactional trust forms arms-length relationships,
hile in relationships based on relational trust, collaborative behavior increases. Collaborative

rust is a close relationship focused on mutual success, joint planning and problem-solving, and
ncreased competitiveness of the whole supply chain. 

Especially in large supply chain networks, companies are concerned with safeguarding sensitive
nformation and trade secrets [ 28 , 96 , 118 ]. Moreover, reservations regarding new technologies
e.g., blockchain technology) can impair the establishment of information flows [ 61 , 127 , 198 ],
nd, thus, negatively affect SCM. Therefore, approaches to securely exchange information along
upply chains, irrespective of the supply chain’s individual characteristics, are critical. 

2.2.2 Types of Information Flows. In light of developments toward global communication, in-
erconnectivity, and integration, the potential for new business models arises: Data has become
 crucial asset for the creation of value in companies’ operations [ 52 ]. The large amount of data
eads to disruptions of established value creation structures as well as traditional business models
nd offers opportunities for innovative products and services. However, these new data-driven in-
ovations cannot be advanced by a single stakeholder [ 145 ]. Instead, increasingly interconnected
upply chains lead to the combination, enrichment, and sharing of various data sources from dif-
erent actors in cross-industry data ecosystems [ 52 ]. 

For traditional SCM (cf. Section 2.1 ), we can differentiate between repeated and one-time in-
ormation flows. While the former is linked to subscribed events, the latter is usually present for
pecifically exchanging product information. 

Repeated Flows. Such flows increase the transparency of the current status or other relevant
nformation, for example, with the goal to reduce uncertainties or improve reliability during the
lanning process by extending the amount of available information (cf. bullwhip effect [ 91 ]). Cor-
esponding information flows entail a quicker availability of information. Thus, they might allow
ompanies to improve their supply chain resilience, deal with disruptions, and improve their flex-
bility in general. They further contribute to reducing the latency until a decision has been made,
s the reduced data latency allows companies to analyze reported events more quickly [ 216 ]. Con-
equently, after a taken action, the overall time until its measures show effect is reduced. 
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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One-Time Sharing. These flows primarily improve the transparency regarding a specific
roduct and its quality. They also address issues with documentation (e.g., fair-trade products,
ustainability, or authenticity) and traceability along the supply chain in general. However, corre-
ponding information flows can also trigger actions that cause repeated flows. For example, minor
roduction deviations might be acceptable for one customer but not for the originally intended
ecipient [ 189 ]. 

.3 Business Process Management and Supply Chain Management 

igitized SCM and the interaction between different supply chain actors, with respective informa-
ion and financial flows, are also closely related to business processes. Business process man-

gement ( BPM ) can support the management of such processes. In particular, BPM oversees how
ork is performed in an organization to achieve consistent outcomes [ 43 ]. As such, BPM considers

he flow of work (control flow), the flow of information and physical artifacts (data perspective),
nd who performs particular tasks (resource perspective). Success in SCM and BPM goes hand in
and: internal processes that are developed with supply chain members in mind have been shown
o have lower costs and satisfy service requirements better [ 143 ]. Moreover, both BPM and SCM
re vital for performance improvements and competitiveness [ 143 ]. Focusing on BPM practices
lso helps to support collaborative activities with supply chain partners of an organization [ 169 ]. 

Traditionally, BPM has focused on knowledge-intensive work processes by coordinating work
nd information flows within an organization [ 18 ]. In Figure 2 , BPM would consider all processes
ithin the manufacturer, spanning purchasing, logistics, marketing & sales, finance, development,

nd production. For instance, a business process may start as an engagement with marketing,
hen lead to a sale for which parts are purchased, and finally, the ordered products are manufac-
ured and delivered by logistics. Business processes are well supported by information systems: A
PM system ( BPMS ) can be given a process model and will execute it for each incoming case by
istributing work items amongst human and robotic workers, thereby interacting with auxiliary
igital systems [ 2 ]. 
While BPM mostly focuses on intra-organizational aspects, recently, inter-organizational BPM

merged to support collaboration between organizations [ 143 ]. For instance, choreography dia-
rams of the BPMN standard [ 125 ] provide a means to describe the communication between orga-
izations that collaborate to achieve positive outcomes in an orchestrator-less setting. Choreogra-
hy diagrams form a bridge between inter-organizational BPM and research on protocols, such as
alidation of properties using model checking. However, the use of such diagrams for supply chain
nalysis is challenged by the coarseness of the modeled communication. Moreover, BPMSs do not
dequately support choreographies or processes that span multiple organizations [ 42 ], with only
 few exceptions [ 3 ]. On account of describing the flow of sensitive information, BPM also entails
ssential security needs without focusing on them. 

In BPM, analysis and improvement of existing business processes play a significant role [ 43 ].
o support these steps, process mining offers automated tools to gain insights into running pro-
esses from recorded event data [ 187 ]. The need for automated analysis techniques for inter-
rganizational process mining has been identified [ 187 ] and initial work has been performed [ 183 ,
88 ]. While corresponding concepts that deal with the flow of information have been applied to
upply chains (e.g., process mining techniques) [ 25 ], they do not consider technical aspects of (re-
iable) information flows, which we focus on in this article. Thus, despite the outlined interplay
etween BPM and SCM for supply chains in real-world deployments, in the following, we place
ur emphasis on the impact of digital SCM on information flows. Accordingly, we continue with
n introduction of the most common inter-organizational SCM use cases in modern supply chain
etworks. 
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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.4 Common Use Cases in Supply Chains 

e now introduce the motivation as well as the workflows of typical use cases along with their
equirements regarding information flows in the context of supply chains and SCM. 

UC1: Collaborative Planning. A well-known problem of supply chains with multiple hops is
he bullwhip effect [ 91 ]. To allow for improved production planning and enhanced demand fore-
asts, transparency along the entire supply chain is needed, i.e., companies should share their and
heir suppliers’ changes in demand with their customers [ 92 ]. This workflow would enable a simple
daption of the capacity planning based on capacity utilization within the supply chain [ 100 ]. How-
ver, sharing these business insights might also provide competitors with valuable insights [ 184 ].
egardless, several approaches and their corresponding information flows are increasingly preva-

ent in today’s supply chains. Exemplary collaboration concepts include vendor-managed

nventory ( VMI ), collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment ( CPFR ), and just-

n-sequence ( JiS ) inventory management to realize a just-in-time ( JiT ) production [ 68 , 92 , 174 ].
UC2: Supply Chain Design. Maintaining a global supply chain network and especially boot-

trapping new business relationships is a significant challenge for companies [ 62 , 141 ]. For ex-
mple, manufacturing a new product might require a completely new set of suppliers. In light of
ustom production, reacting to customer change requests is a crucial aspect of manufacturing. In
uch a setting, a manufacturer is interested in suitable business partners, while potential suppli-
rs do not necessarily want to globally announce their production and delivery capabilities [ 130 ,
31 ]. Regardless, reliable on-demand information sharing on available capabilities could establish
 fairer and more competitive market with direct implications on the design and maintenance of
upply chains [ 133 ]. 

UC3: Tracking – Real-Time Monitoring. To primarily anticipate problems as early as possi-
le, manufacturers are interested in full visibility of the upstream and downstream activities [ 56 ,
41 ]. When transported, goods are often handled by many different parties, including lead logis-
ics, carriers, shipping lines, ports, airports, and customs. These parties are independent, and their
ooperation is often limited to a single hop which significantly challenges the uninterrupted mon-
toring [ 92 ]. Overall, this use case is not limited to location information only. It can also cover
ondition monitoring, e.g., whether a cold chain was intact during transit [ 17 , 155 ]. Besides, track-
ng data helps in improving delivery date predictions (ETAs) and time slot management [ 15 , 142 ].

UC4: Tracing – Handling Faults. Likewise, when identifying issues with products after the
act, manufacturers are interested in tracing the product along the supply chain to the current
ser (i.e., customer) while identifying used components, tools, and products as well as the re-
pective suppliers [ 24 , 149 ]. Such an approach allows them to be informed, for example, about
educed product lifetimes or improper operational reliability [ 185 ]. Moreover, they can inquire
bout their products’ usage data to obtain a better understanding of the extent and severity of the
ault at hand. If needed, they can also instruct a product recall, a practice that is common for food
upply chains or in the event of safety-critical failures (cf. automotive or aviation industry). Estab-
ished data sharing reduces follow-up costs and application latency until the measures show their
ffect. 

UC5: Tracing – Sourcing Faults. Conversely, a customer can also identify an issue with a
roduct, potentially in a specific subcomponent only, i.e., identifying the root cause is of interest.
o this end, tracing the product and its components backward through the supply chain is a suitable
pproach [ 147 ]. Successfully pinpointing the failure’s origin also benefits other companies with
imilar or identical products in use, effectively triggering a tracing process [ 60 ]. 

UC6: Tracing – Validation. As specified by customers or by law, supply chains need to abide
y regulations and contracts (e.g., the supply chain act [ 26 ]). For example, auditors might want
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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o verify that all regulations are followed [ 147 ]. Thus, complete, unmodified, and accurate histori-
al information about the activities and production processes in the supply chain is needed. Such
erifications can also occur through third-party regulators or certifiers, e.g., to look at sustainably
ourced products, organic food items, or authentic origins of diamonds. Similarly, digital certifi-
ates regarding the product’s quality can be of value. Especially with pharmaceutical products [ 40 ,
9 ] or art [ 148 ], staying clear of counterfeit products is a crucial requirement. Even more, the ben-
fits of tracing also translate to end-customers who increasingly care whether their products are
thically and sustainably sourced [ 158 ]. 

UC7: Critical Infrastructures. Especially for international supply chains, goods flow through
ritical infrastructures, such as ports or airports. There, operators interact with different logistics
ompanies. Often, information about the freight that results in actions by the operator, e.g., storage,
ickup, and safety and custom inspections of freight, is provided by the lead logistics but stems
rom other, original shipping companies. Most prominently, the effect of unreliable information
n this context has been demonstrated in the Antwerp container port hack, where information
bout containers was altered to bypass inspections and to smuggle drugs [ 162 ]. Consequently, the
mpact of unreliable information in these infrastructures can be enormous on both society and
conomy. 

UC8: Product Information. Information on products is not only relevant for production plan-
ing (e.g., for logistics and inventory), but it also allows companies to adjust their manufacturing
ccordingly [ 120 , 172 ]. Thereby, manufacturers can, for example, react to slight deviations or iden-
ify critical issues early on. Thus, sharing detailed information about an individual part from the
upplier to subsequent customers, even over multiple hops, can entail significant process improve-
ents and benefits. However, given its sensitivity and the potentially adverse effects for suppliers

e.g., by willingly reporting on deviations), this practice is not yet widely established [ 203 ]. 
Each use case expresses specific needs for the exchange of information, i.e., the respective infor-
ation flows vary even across different implementations of the same use case due to the varying

upply chain characteristics (cf. Section 2.2.1 ). However, in the end, they all build upon access to
eliable information [ 37 ]. Thus, in the next sections, we specifically look into challenges regarding
he design and development of reliable digital information sharing in supply chains. 

.5 A Technical Perspective on Information Flows 

efore looking at these information flows in more detail, we first want to improve the comprehen-
ion of SCM and its information flows for computer scientists by introducing two analogies: First,
e compare them to the network stack, and, second, we match decision processes within (global)

upply chains to control loops in cyber-physical systems ( CPSs ). 
Different Layers Interacting. As for the network stack in communication systems, data

ensed in supply chains is also passed through different logical layers until decisions are made, as
e illustrate in Figure 3 (a). Here, the upper two layers depend on (reliable) data for their decision-
aking. We consider the exact physical handling as well as the specific decision-making, i.e., SCM

lanning algorithms, as out of scope for this article. Instead, we focus on the flow of information
nd the associated data processing. 

Supply Chain Decisions. As we model in Figure 3 (c), we can identify a decision loop within
upply chains, which sources information during the decision-making that is partly based on sup-
liers forwarding information (e.g., on products and shipments) to allow them to adjust their (local)
rocesses accordingly. Here, most of the decision loop steps are significantly influenced by external
global) actions and (sensed) information. Thus, it requires reliable information. 

Physical Process. This step cannot be digitized as it concerns real-world shipments. Its events are
he main source of information for decision-making in the context of SCM. 
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 3. Analogies from the domain of computer science to illustrate the decision-making in supply chains. 
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Sensing. The sensing step is needed to capture and digitize the information of physical pro-
esses and concerns all kinds of information, e.g., shipment status, environmental conditions, or
rocessing of goods along the supply chain. 
Decision-Making. Based on the available information, companies can make decisions to adjust

hipments or production planning (e.g., sourcing components from another supplier). Depending
n the information quality and magnitude of the decision, this step is either human-managed or
utomated. In the future, we expect increased automation following AI-driven advances, poten-
ially with the need for a human operator to simply confirm suggested changes. 

Reacting. This step basically orchestrates any required changes that follow from the decision-
aking to the physical processes. Consequently, this step manipulates real-world shipments

nd/or production processes accordingly. 
CPS Control Loop. Our suggested supply chain model is an analogy to the CPS model on

ontrol loops [ 179 ], which features similar phases and challenges (cf. Figure 3 (b)), i.e., sensing,
ontrolling, and acting. However, in contrast to digitized supply chains, CPS control loops usu-
lly source their information locally. Thus, a single control cycle is much quicker than in supply
hains, where we consider a global view with potentially multi-hop information flows from differ-
nt stakeholders. Thus, our supply chain model is much broader than the traditional CPS model. 

Concerning the reliability challenges of information flows, transferring security and privacy
nalyses from the CPS model to supply chains could be a wise idea to capture all relevant aspects
ithin global supply chain environments. 

 A META-SURVEY ON INFORMATION FLOWS IN SUPPLY CHAINS 

his article aims at making the topic of information flows in supply chains readily accessible to
nterdisciplinary research and experts from different domains. Therefore, we conduct a systematic

iterature review ( SLR ) targeting the current state of (technical) research on information flows
n supply chains. For this work, we focus on a qualitative survey and refrain from presenting a
uantitative analysis as it would (1) introduce an inherent bias based on the underlying surveys’
nclusion criteria, (2) add little value w.r.t. the goals of our article, and (3) lack depth and insights
ue to the expressed oversight of compelling and profound research to date (cf. Section 4 ; we refer
o relevant articles when presenting our taxonomy). Our corresponding presentation is as follows.
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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First, in Section 3.1 , we outline the primary research questions for our SLR. Subsequently, in Sec-
ion 3.2 , we detail our SLR methodology, including potential limitations. Then, we present statistics
n the SLR process (Section 3.3 ) and general characteristics to establish a high-level overview of
elevant work in the area (Section 3.4 ). Finally, in Section 3.5 , we discuss the main findings of our
LR before concluding this section with takeaways on the evolution in Section 3.6 . 

.1 Research Questions 

ith our survey, we assess the current state of information flows in the context of supply chains
hile also providing a detailed, technical view of the underlying concepts. This approach thus pro-

ides a viewpoint that does not primarily focus on the business perspective and primarily focuses
n two aspects: 

(1) What are the limitations of existing approaches implementing reliable information flows
in supply chains? 

(2) How can general requirements for information flows in supply chains be systematically
described and grouped? 

Led by these research questions, we thoroughly conducted an SLR. Before presenting and dis-
ussing our findings, we first detail our methodology in the following. 

.2 Survey Methodology 

esearch in the area of supply chains is characterized by an exceptional amount and wide range
f work. To thoroughly capture this domain, we focus our SLR on existing literature surveys (no
uestionnaire-based surveys), which cover more than one decade of research and developments
n the area. Furthermore, we resort to relatively general keywords to identify relevant articles.
he benefits of this approach are twofold. First, we get a curated overview of the most important
esearch directions in the field without excluding potentially relevant articles too early. Second,
ndividual proposals of single articles do not bias our overview and understanding since the con-
idered survey articles are bound to contextualize the articles’ impact within the covered research
rea. Not considering individual proposals in our methodology could also be seen as a limitation
indering the immediate transfer of existing solutions. However, we argue that this work should

ay the foundation for a sustainable interdisciplinary approach by identifying reliable and com-
only known technological building blocks instead of individually recommending specific and

ossibly outdated or obsolete solutions. 
Concerning our methodology, we adapt distinct best practices [ 23 , 86 , 135 , 136 ]: We use Parsi-

al [ 48 ] to broadly identify potentially relevant literature from Scopus and Web of Science ( WoS ),
ublished in 2010+. Namely, we started with all articles matching the following query either in ti-
le, abstract, or keywords: supply chain ∧ ( information ∨ data ) ∧ ( literature ∧ ( survey ∨ review )).
fter a broad initial filtering, e.g., to remove duplicates, we conducted two increasingly refined

ounds of content-based filtering, i.e., we first screened the titles and abstracts and then assessed
he introductions and conclusions of the respectively remaining articles. Finally, we systematically
nalyzed all remaining articles in preparation for this survey article. 

.3 Statistics of Our Conducted Meta-Survey 

n October 4 2021, we extracted 2,708 articles from Scopus and 2,769 articles from WoS match-
ng our search query. During the initial filtering, we removed duplicates (1,306), full proceedings
25), and non-English articles (5). After this step, a total of 4,141 articles remained for further
onsideration. 
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Table 1. For our interdisciplinary meta-survey, we eventually considered 70 survey papers 

Year # Papers 

2010 4 [ 10 , 57 , 102 , 156 ] 

2011 5 [ 8 , 134 , 161 , 192 , 212 ] 

2012 2 [ 117 , 210 ] 

2013 6 [ 19 , 53 , 78 , 82 , 178 , 207 ] 

2014 9 [ 7 , 69 , 72 , 79 , 81 , 85 , 113 , 137 , 
152 ] 

2015 1 [ 170 ] 

2016 3 [ 77 , 150 , 204 ] 

Year # Papers 

2017 2 [ 157 , 213 ] 

2018 4 [ 9 , 30 , 175 , 193 ] 

2019 17 [ 20 , 32 , 36 , 44 , 51 , 58 , 70 , 76 , 95 , 107 , 121 , 
122 , 144 , 166 , 167 , 199 , 206 ] 

2020 6 [ 29 , 34 , 67 , 116 , 119 , 215 ] 

2021 11 [ 5 , 12 , 45 , 97 , 99 , 109 , 112 , 115 , 171 , 182 , 
186 ] 
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We then proceeded to screen titles and abstracts of the remaining articles. Here, we excluded
,786 articles overall: At least 1,268 articles were deemed off-topic (i.e., research not primarily con-
erned with supply chains), at least 1,121 articles had orthogonal research questions (they covered
upply chains or logistics more remotely), and at least 217 articles reported on survey types un-
uitable for a meta-survey (e.g., they were based on expert interviews or questionnaires). After
his screening, a total of 355 articles remained eligible. 

Subsequently, we obtained the available full texts of the remaining articles, read their intro-
uctions and conclusions, and assessed the quality of the articles’ publishing outlets. Here, we
dentified 175 articles to be irrelevant to our meta-survey (we were unable to access the full text
f 17 articles), and we excluded 101 articles deemed only “partially relevant,” i.e., they fell below
ur scoring threshold in Parsifal. Furthermore, we identified one article that had been retracted
reviously; hence, we excluded it as well. Thus, as a basis for our meta-survey, we obtained 79 sur-
eys that were either highly related to research on (reliable) information flows in supply chains or
artly related but published at high-impact venues. 
During the final reading of these 79 articles, we further excluded 9 ineligible articles that could

nly be excluded based on the full text, leaving us with 70 articles in total (Table 1 ), whereby most
f them have a primary background in the engineering, computer science, or business domains. 

.4 Content Systemization 

ow, we give a general overview of the fully read articles of our SLR. Most notably, our meta-
urvey revealed a large body of especially extensive surveys (including SLRs). The extensiveness
f these surveys (hundreds [ 9 ] to thousands [ 175 ] of considered articles) underpins the availability
f a large but insufficiently structured body of knowledge in this area. We visualize the time-wise
istribution of the surveyed articles per domain along with the publication years of articles cited
y these surveys as an indicator for research interest in Figure 4 . 

Content-wise, the surveys usually emphasize one specific topic for a detailed analysis (e.g., value
f information [ 193 ] or supply chain resilience [ 109 ]). Overall, these surveys mainly approach and
valuate information flows in supply chains from a business perspective, e.g., with a focus on the
mplications on BPM [ 10 , 29 ]. The most prominent research area that utilizes shared information
cf. Figure 3 ) is “smart” decision-making (e.g., [ 30 , 137 , 171 , 213 ]). However, in light of our focus on
nformation flows (cf. Section 3.1 ), we consider this area mostly out of scope. Other particularly
usiness-driven topics are the bullwhip effect (e.g., [ 32 , 53 , 67 , 122 ]), logistics management (e.g.,
 19 , 30 , 115 , 119 , 134 , 167 , 178 ]), and the quality of business data (e.g., [ 9 , 77 , 157 , 175 , 193 , 212 ]). 

Still, information sharing seemingly has become more and more relevant to supply chain experts
n recent years, as indicated by the increasing numbers of relevant articles (cf. Table 1 ). The studied
urveys cover a wide range of years that even date back to 1993 [ 213 ]. Use cases (cf. Section 2.4 )
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 4. For our interdisciplinary meta-survey, we considered articles from three primary domains (as derived 

from their publication venues), namely, engineering, computer science, and business. We visualize their dis- 
tribution across the surveyed years. Furthermore, we indicate the cumulative number of articles cited by 
these surveys to provide an indicator for research interest across the respective domains and years. 
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elated to tracking and tracing (e.g., [ 12 , 19 , 51 , 70 , 156 , 215 ]) are studied especially frequently.
ontrarily, we noticed that technical discussions were either lacking or underrepresented in the

tudied literature. While terms such as information technology, security, or interoperability are
entioned, they are not elaborated on, i.e., technical aspects are considered crucial, but they mostly

emain unexplored . 
As supply chains have gained universal relevance, surveys tend to focus on specific sectors.
 larger number of articles covers food supply chains (e.g., [ 19 , 30 , 34 , 82 , 99 , 116 , 152 , 213 ]),

ncluding the branches on cold chains and agricultural supply chains. In addition, we also discover
argeted areas, such as pharmaceutical supply chains [ 36 ] (a focus on certification and origin trac-
ng), steel processing [ 215 ] (product identification and traceability), or agile manufacturing [ 58 ]
complex supply chain networks). Overall, past literature covers applications and use cases in
arious domains. 

Moving toward more technical aspects, we want to highlight that nearly all surveys touch upon a
umber of technology-related concepts and paradigms. Well-known concepts, such as the Internet
f Things, cloud computing, Big Data, machine learning, or artificial intelligence, are frequently
entioned in these works. In particular, a specific emphasis is put on RFID, constituting the link

etween physical flows and digital supply chains. Likewise, technologies such as electronic product
odes, bar codes, and QR codes are also present. When looking at the communication, we observe
hat (1) either no details on how the information is exchanged are given at all, (2) old and inflexible
echnologies are suggested or in use (e.g., fax [ 30 , 72 , 85 , 163 , 212 ], SMS [ 30 ], or email [ 8 , 72 , 85 ,
12 ]), or (3) a technology is named without giving details. Despite the different research domains
f the surveyed articles, we observe a significant cross-domain coverage, i.e., although not always
iscussed in great detail, many surveys recognize the importance of other domains’ aspects. 
Overall, the technical perspective, which would assume the task of augmenting these crucial

iscussions and developments with the required background, is severely underrepresented. Next,
e discuss respectively arising challenges in more detail. 

.5 Discussion on Data Sharing and Information Flows 

ow, we discuss the most prominent aspects of information flows and collaboration raised by our
eta-survey. This section provides a solid overview of the current state of the art in research. 
Motivation. Collaboration and data sharing can greatly improve the supply chain performance

s well as resilience [ 32 , 45 , 166 , 204 ]. Besides, the dynamism in business relationships can be
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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mproved [ 12 ] as needed to account for customer requests and design specifications [ 58 ]. So far,
nly restricted data sharing is already implemented. Consequently, several challenges remain on
he road toward globally collaborating supply chain networks (e.g., [ 112 ]). 

Enabler. In this regard, the quality or value of information is a crucial aspect [ 77 , 193 ]. Only
hen effectively integrating the information sharing in SCM, the decision-making, and in turn,
erformance and resilience can be improved. In this context, standardization and governance are
urther needed to reliably enable information flows [ 30 , 70 , 76 , 152 ]. 

Information Flows. As the establishment of information flows becomes a necessity [ 32 , 122 ],
urther research is required to improve the coordination [ 171 ], multi-hop collaboration [ 107 ], and
ynamism of supply chains [ 9 ]. Especially, recent initiatives (e.g., Internet of Production [ 22 , 132 ]
r Physical Internet [ 14 , 114 ]) with their wide range of benefits mandate the large-scale sharing
f information, and, as such, also the implementation of information flows [ 12 , 115 ]. 
Concerns. Unfortunately, the evolution toward extensive data sharing with many information

ows also spawns diverse concerns. Apart from the risks of (un-)intentionally leaking sensitive
nformation [ 9 , 32 ] or drowning in information through oversharing [ 204 ], trust and its establish-

ent constitute another major challenge [ 32 , 116 , 199 ]. Hence, future work should take them seri-
usly and address these concerns by coming up with appropriate and scalable technical solutions.
Threats. Apart from these concerns by stakeholders, the literature also discusses a number of

ther threats, with (cyber) attacks being mentioned most frequently (e.g., [ 19 , 44 , 182 ]). Addition-
lly, scalability and regulatory questions are notable challenges [ 99 ]. However, the primary focus
s on internal threats [ 32 ], i.e., information security [ 170 ], including access control [ 9 ], is of sig-
ificant relevance. To our understanding, corresponding countermeasures and concepts are rarely
nalyzed in light of their universal applicability. 

Building Blocks. Finally, to address these concerns and threats and to allow for a success-
ul implementation of information sharing, secure building blocks are needed. Especially, their
nternational application [ 107 ], general interoperability [ 20 ], and cross-domain applicability (in-
luding different industry sectors) [ 215 ] remain challenging to date. Many recent surveys identify
lockchain technology as a promising solution [ 74 , 97 , 166 , 199 ]. However, so far, many solutions
emain at a prototypical level [ 44 ], and concerns about their maturity exist [ 116 ]. These chal-
enges are understandable as an application of blockchain technology in the context of supply
hains is still considered to be in its infancy [ 119 ]. As such, privacy, throughput, and scalability
ssues should be resolved in the future [ 12 , 71 ]. In Section 4.4 , we will provide a more elaborate
verview of currently proposed solutions. 

Moving on, we will conclude our meta-survey before presenting our derived information flow
axonomy in Section 4 . 

.6 Main Implications for the Evolution of Supply Chains 

he future evolution of supply chains will be challenging and very interesting to observe, for ex-
mple, the implications and developments following increasingly implemented coopetition [ 107 ].
long with the increasing number of articles on the Industrial IoT, the number of published sur-
eys on supply chains further seems to indicate an increasing activity in the field (cf. Table 1 ). 

However, evaluating the impact of approaches is still difficult as a bridge to real-world use and
eployments is missing so far. A re-iteration of research questions over time is mostly missing.
ccording to our meta-survey, real-world evolution is rarely studied (only [ 32 ]). Besides, due to

he focus on specific use cases, we should question their universality, not only in the context of
nformation flows but also more generally, as it is difficult for computer scientists to draw meaning-
ul conclusions without feedback from supply chain experts. In our view, any technically driven
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 5. Simultaneously fulfilling the three presented aspects for information sharing in practice is non-trivial. 
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esearch effort is severely hindered by the insufficient exchange of open challenges, needs, and
oals. On a more general note, we attribute the observed lack of technical details to the authors’
ackgrounds and their primary focus on business implications, i.e., a computer science (or at least
nterdisciplinary) perspective is missing for most work. 

Yet, we observe an inherent tension between the often-requested general properties for infor-
ation sharing in supply chains on a technical level, which is reminiscent of another well-known

esult from computer science. Namely, the CAP theorem [ 47 ] captures the inherent tradeoffs be-
ween consistency, availability, and partition tolerance in any distributed storage system. Likewise,
e argue that S calability, P rivacy, and R eliability are unlikely to be satisfiable simultaneously with

easonable effort when sharing information along supply chains. These tensions are further ex-
ressed in our corresponding SPR triangle in Figure 5 . 
Intuitively, focusing on any particular property can imply limitations on the other two. Mea-

ures to ensure reliability and privacy both add processing costs, which negatively impact the
erformance and ultimately the scalability when sharing information. Conversely, maximizing
he scalability in the absence of major technical improvements implies compromises on either
eliability, privacy, or both. Finally, achieving full data privacy and full reliability is mutually ex-
lusive as privacy implies confidential data exchanges and full reliability involves ensuring that
nformation flows are transparent, e.g., to facilitate the higher-level decision-making processes (cf.
ection 2.5 ). 

Building upon this intermediate takeaway, we next set out to formalize information flows and
heir technical properties to allow for a better understanding of these three aspects in practice. 

 A TAXONOMY FOR SUPPLY CHAINS 

e now present our information flow-centric taxonomy for supply chains from an interdisci-
linary perspective based on our SLR. We formalize our taxonomy in Section 4.1 . Specifically, we
roup ten properties into three dimensions to structure and simplify its application. In Section 4.2 ,
e present our taxonomy and its properties in light of the common supply chain use cases we
etailed in Section 2.4 . Subsequently, we briefly note organizational matters related to practical
mplementations of information flows in Section 4.3 . In Section 4.4 , we then discuss the suitabil-
ty of proposed technical building blocks based on different supply chain characteristics and the
imensions of information flows. To aid this discussion, we summarize these supply chain char-
cteristics here in Table 2 . Based on this overview, we highlight the technological gap when real-
zing information flows considering given supply chain characteristics in Section 4.5 . Thereby, we
1) formalize an abstract and reusable taxonomy for future use, and (2) outline relevant research
spects where successful collaborations between supply chain experts and computer scientists
ould be highly beneficial. 
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Table 2. Overview of essential supply chain characteristics (cf. Section 2.2.1 ) 
that determine business relationships 

Characteristic Definition 

Structural Complexity Determined by the number of actors which are involved in a supply chain and their 
(indirect) interconnections through business relations 

Geographic Location Supply chains range from local to global 

Duration of Collaboration Business relations range from short-term to long-term 

Dynamism Expresses whether the set of actors is static or dynamic 

Trust Outlines the trust relationships between actors 

They greatly influence the circumstances and technological building blocks of information flows. 

Table 3. The dimensions data , security , and utility must be considered 

when talking about reliable information 

Property Definition 

D
at

a 

Volume The amount of data that is shared 

Velocity The frequency with which data is shared 

Variety The types of data that are shared 

Se
cu

ri
ty
 Confidentiality Measures against unauthorized access (privacy) 

Integrity Measures against unauthorized manipulation 

Availability Measures to ensure accessibility and flow of data 

U
ti

li
ty
 

Accountability & Verifiability Information is clearly attributable, and received information can be 
(independently) corroborated 

Authenticity Information is considered legitimate and genuine 

Durability & Timeliness Information is still valid (accurate + usable), and received information is on 
time for further use 

Liability & Safety Information use is conformable to public law and steers clear of unwanted 
dangerous (side) effects 
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.1 An Information Flow Taxonomy 

ased on our conducted meta-survey, we now derive a taxonomy that focuses on established in-
ormation flows for the communication and exchange of data within supply chains. 

Methodology. We build upon the aspects discussed in the different survey articles for our tax-
nomy. We first collected all referenced properties before merging related properties under a single
efinition and, finally, grouped the remaining definitions into three distinct dimensions. However,
e also reference the original properties throughout our discussion to provide an overview of ex-

sting terms. As these discussions are scattered across the literature and emphasized to varying
egrees, we provide exemplary pointers here and consider fully embedding these articles into our
axonomy out of scope (cf. Section 3 ). 

We explicitly base our proposed taxonomy on well-known terms and models from the domain
f computer science to 

(1) ease its understanding in general and 

(2) improve the recognition of our taxonomy through its simplicity. 

Overview. Table 3 provides an overview of our taxonomy. At its core, we identify three relevant
imensions of reliable information flows that align well with the core concepts of their respective
ubdomains. First, the data dimension covers all aspects related to the flow and shape of exchanged
nformation and is characterized by the 3 Vs of Big Data [ 153 ]. Second, the security dimension
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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aptures relevant criteria of data and information security and can be expressed via the well-
nown CIA triad [ 200 ]. Third, in the utility dimension , we group properties loosely related to the
uality of the information flows [ 139 ]. These properties are motivated by attributes that describe
he data quality in other areas, i.e., we adopt this view for information flows in supply chains. In
he following, we present each dimension in more detail. 

Data Dimension. The first dimension, the data dimension , provides an abstract view of the
hape of exchanged data to allow for properly expressing corresponding challenges of the infor-
ation flow in question. Instead of focusing on the monetary value or information communicated

ia the data, we here rely on the 3 Vs of Big Data [ 153 ], i.e., volume, velocity, and variety, and
mphasize the associated processing needs. 

Traditionally, related work captures Big Data only for the local processing of information. How-
ver, with increased interconnection and information sharing, this dimension is also crucial for
stablished information flows between supply chain actors. In our survey, we further came across
 variety of (corresponding) terms, ranging from “growth” [ 8 ] over “capacity” and “breadth” [ 19 ]
o “scalability” [ 9 , 12 , 99 ] when referring to volume (e.g., used by [ 9 , 137 ]). Contrarily, velocity
as discussed less prominently: Apart from the synonym “frequency” [ 206 ], we only attribute

requency-related aspects of scalability to this property. As an alternative for variety (e.g., used
y [ 9 ]), we found the use of “heterogeneity” [ 175 ]. 

Security Dimension. Especially with several stakeholders and the flow of sensitive informa-
ion, security is a crucial challenge. Thus, based on the well-known CIA triad [ 200 ], we also define
 security dimension for information flows. 

Literature from supply chain experts frequently refers to related concepts only collectively as
security” [ 12 , 99 , 115 , 175 , 206 , 210 ]. Apart from a subset of the three terms known from the
IA triad [ 77 , 170 , 182 , 193 ], authors frequently also refer to “(data) privacy” [ 12 , 51 , 99 , 175 , 186 ,
06 , 210 ] or “data access” [ 170 ], which are related to data confidentiality. Then again, “access con-
rol” [ 170 ] and “authentication” [ 20 , 170 ] occasionally capture the combination of confidentiality
nd integrity. Concerning availability (e.g., used by [ 77 , 193 ])—a rarely explicitly covered topic—
e also noticed discussions about “single points of failures” [ 119 ], the role of “reliability” [ 166 ], or

dvocating for “decentralization” [ 199 ]. 
However, when developing technical building blocks to secure information flows, a more fine-

ranular view of security is needed not only in light of privacy concerns but also from a safety
erspective. Thus, we capture this “general” aspect using the properties of confidentiality, integrity,
nd availability. Here, availability should be considered more broadly when compared to the
raditional CIA triad. Additionally, the need for delayed information flows and resulting long-term
ata availability requirements should be considered. Naturally, other best practices for data secu-
ity, such as data minimalism, are relevant as well when describing and implementing information
ows. However, these soft criteria are not directly applicable when categorizing information flows.
Utility Dimension. Data quality and utility are often key concerns of information manage-
ent, and they directly translate to information flows, e.g., to capture details on the origin of data.
onsequently, we augment the data and security dimensions with a utility dimension . Here, we in-

end to abstract from content, i.e., the value for the supply chain process itself and focus on “hard”
roperties of the information flow instead. The surveyed articles discuss the related properties
eterogeneously, and hence we group them more broadly but in line with previously proposed
ttributes [ 139 ] as follows. 

Accountability & Verifiability. This property covers all aspects related to the lifecycle and path
f the information flow and its associated data. Overall, any data should be clearly attribut-
ble to a party to ensure accountability. Hence, this property also covers the traceability of data
cross information flows. In terms of auditing, verifying the legitimacy and correctness of data is
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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mportant, e.g., to discover faulty data. Thus, information flows might have to account for these
eeds as well. Depending on the use case, ensuring that this property is fulfilled in the long term
an be highly beneficial, e.g., when dealing with product faults after decades of usage. 

Apart from “accountability” [ 12 , 112 ] and “verifiability” [ 12 ], related work also occasionally
iscusses the aspects of “non-repudiation” [ 170 ], “identification and certification” [ 19 ], and “trust”
based on accountability) [ 116 ] in this regard. 

Authenticity. When further considering the origin of information, authenticity is another impor-
ant property. Companies desire that information is legitimate and genuine. In settings where the
rigin cannot be properly identified, data tampering cannot be reliably excluded. Consequently,
nformation flows should ensure that authenticity can be verified. We chose the umbrella term
ased on how the majority of authors refer to this property (e.g., found in [ 20 , 112 ]). Further, lack
f information “transparency” [ 8 ], “credibility” [ 72 ], or “provenance” [ 51 ] are used rarely. 
Durability & Timeliness. Especially for information flows that rapidly deliver updates, exchanged

ata might only be valid for a short period, i.e., data becomes obsolete, inaccurate, or unusable over
ime. Hence, the information flow must allow for frequent updates in such a setting. Furthermore,
epending on the use case, low-latency information flows might be required to ensure usability.
hus, we can also characterize information flows according to their latency and timeliness. Con-
equently, we capture these aspects in a property. 

Most frequently, surveys talk about “timeliness” [ 12 , 72 , 137 , 193 ] or “timely information” [ 8 , 19 ]
s well. As the most prominent alternative, we discovered the expression “real time” [ 9 , 45 , 137 ].
inally, we encountered “delivery” (to express speed and dependability) [ 212 ]. 

Liability & Safety. The last property for the utility dimension mainly has relevance for legal
amifications that potentially have an implication on the technical solution as well. First, imple-
ented information flows should be conformable to public law. Otherwise, involved companies

hould be liable for their actions (cf. accountability). Second, when operating and utilizing infor-
ation flows, they should be safe for the operators, humans, and the environment. For example,

n interruption of the information flow should not result in a disaster. Thus, safety also contributes
o this property. 

This property is rarely featured in related work. Primarily in the context of food supply chains,
safety” (or labeled as “accuracy” [ 8 ]) is considered [ 19 , 44 ]. Furthermore, surveys talk about miss-
ng policies, regulations, and legislation [ 99 , 115 ], which we include under this umbrella as well. 

Implications of our Taxonomy. To conclude, only when combining these three dimensions,
e can uniquely characterize and describe information flows within supply chains. These flows

reate the foundation to exchange valuable data between stakeholders, where the aspect of infor-
ation and data quality is key (e.g., [ 9 , 77 , 137 , 157 , 175 , 193 , 212 ]). Hence, building upon this base,

he aspects of value and veracity become very important for practitioners. However, only when
aving access to reliable information (flows), the added value from a business perspective can be
reated and reliably implemented, e.g., through improved decision-making. Thus, our taxonomy
ith its properties is key when talking about reliable information and evolved, digital SCM. 

.2 Application of the Taxonomy to Common Use Cases in Supply Chains 

fter establishing our taxonomy on information flows, we now look at exemplary applications for
he previously outlined use cases (cf. Section 2.4 ). Even though all dimensions should be considered
hen implementing a use case, their importance varies depending on the specific use case (and the

ndividual preferences of the involved stakeholders). Accordingly, in the following, we highlight
hich use cases are particularly affected by the different properties of our taxonomy. 
Data Dimension. The data dimension and its properties are of particular importance when

arious actors and information sources are involved. On the one hand, the management of critical
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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nfrastructure ( UC7 ) deals with a wide variety of different data from various sources from around
he world. Hence, the properties variety and volume must be given special consideration. On the
ther hand, real-time monitoring ( UC3 ) is characterized by a high amount of generated data that
ust be shared between various actors. Moreover, for real-time monitoring, information must be

hared quickly and frequently. Thus, this use case commonly has high demands on the velocity
nd volume of information flows. When sharing detailed product or production information with
ustomers ( UC8 ), special attention needs to be given to the data’s variety since vastly different
ypes of information may be shared to accommodate the needs of every supply chain actor. 

Security Dimension. Even though security is crucial in every use case where information is
hared between different actors, some properties are especially important for certain use cases. 

Collaborative planning ( UC1 ) and supply chain design ( UC2 ) deal with information that is crit-
cal (and sensitive) for the business of multiple stakeholders. Similarly, when sharing product in-
ormation ( UC8 ), sensitive data on product details and production setups is processed as part of
he information flow. All of these use cases handle highly sensitive information, such that its con-
dentiality must be ensured. Further, the integrity property is especially relevant when validating
ntire products or certain characteristics ( UC6 ) as unauthorized manipulations must be prevented.
or information flows related to the design and structure of supply chains (i.e., its business rela-
ionships and the production composition), the availability of information is a primary concern.
specially the sourcing ( UC5 ) and handling ( UC4 ) of faults both require continuous information
ows. Thus, for these use cases, the availability property is particularly important. 
Utility Dimension. As described before (cf. Section 4.1 ), the utility dimension refers to “hard”

roperties of an information flow. Here, special attention needs to be paid to accountability & ver-
fiability of information when relying on accurate product tracing data ( UC4 –UC6 ). In addition to
he relevance of integrity when validating tracing information ( UC6 ), the authenticity of said infor-
ation flows is equally important. For collaborative planning ( UC1 ), decisions need to be based on

urrent developments, emphasizing the particular importance of the durability & timeliness prop-
rty. Likewise, in the context of critical infrastructures ( UC7 ), information needs to remain action-
ble. Finally, the liability & safety of information flows is also highly relevant for the validation of
roduct tracing data ( UC6 ) as this use case is largely influenced by regulations and contracts. 
While all properties from our taxonomy are important for information flows in supply chains,
apping these use cases to our taxonomy highlights the vastly different demands of different

se cases. In practice, real-world realizations of information flows are further challenged by
takeholder-specific preferences. Consequently, when integrating information flows into inter-
rganizational processes, a variety of valid approaches is expected based on the needs of specific
upply chains (and their actors). Ideally, proposed and field-tested solutions can be expanded and
ntegrated over time to realize more general and flexible solutions for reliable information flows
hat satisfactorily realize all properties outlined in our taxonomy, even for the most stringent
equirements. 

.3 Integrating Information Flows into Inter-Organizational Processes 

everal operational aspects become important when integrating information flows into inter-
rganizational processes. However, they are not primarily relevant for the flows themselves, but
ather for the overarching organization and management of the supply chain (network). 

Operational Dimension. Several properties affect the (local) success, acceptance, and market
enetration of recently integrated information flows in practice. They mainly relate to obstacles

n effectively sourcing, utilizing, and sharing data. 
Apart from interoperability challenges of prevalent information systems [ 20 , 99 , 152 ] and their

echnical realization, the operational dimension is also affected and inhibited by power relations
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Fig. 6. The data lifecycle encompasses acquisition, protection against unintended access or manipulation, 
secure long-term storage, and processing to gain insights. For each stage, we identify major technical build- 
ing blocks that promise to improve the reliability of information flows. However, they have not yet been 

rigorously implemented in the context of supply chain-specific information flows. 
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etween different supply chain stakeholders [ 32 , 150 ]. To circumvent such relations, stakehold-
rs have to be integrated into a joint governance and compliance concept, and thus, they must
mplement the information flows and information sharing with clearly defined roles, rights, and
bligations [ 49 , 51 , 76 , 138 ]. Importantly, newly implemented information flows need to establish
dded values for each involved actor. One common approach to motivate actors to participate, and
o realize an added value, is the use of incentive mechanisms [ 52 , 206 ]. 

The added value not only follows from the value of shared information but also depends on the
osts that occur by establishing the information flows [ 36 , 112 , 117 , 122 , 206 ]. In addition to initial
etup costs, additional costs for the communication infrastructure and the processing of shared
nformation must be considered. Thus, the cost property significantly influences the operational
imensions, and in turn, the establishment of information flows and the exchange of data. 
Takeaway. Thus, when integrating advanced information flows into (potentially already estab-

ished) supply chain networks, considering both technical and operational aspects is important.
hrough our information flow taxonomy and the overview of operational aspects, we provide a

oundation and a guideline for assessing and modeling existing supply chains and describing rele-
ant use cases for information flows along with their characteristics. Based on these specifications,
uitable building blocks for communication can be identified and finally combined for realizing and
mplementing thorough, yet tailored technical solutions to realize reliable information flows. With
ur subsequent discussion on literature-proposed technical building blocks, we now outline their
uitability for specific supply chain characteristics and information flow requirements along with
elevant implications of their usage. 

.4 Proposed (Technical) Solutions in Practice 

ur SLR in Section 3 highlights that a multitude of technological building blocks has been sug-
ested to establish information flows in supply chains. However, we also identified a notable dis-
ance in how the surveyed articles’ authors assess them. In this section, we thus revisit the data
ifecycle from acquisition to processing and, for each step, identify and discuss underlying core
roblems and the applicability of specific technical building blocks. We base our assessment on
he essential supply chain characteristics (Table 2 ) and the identified dimensions of information
ows (Table 3 ). In Figure 6 , we provide an overview of the main available building blocks that are
uitable for addressing the core problems of information flows in supply chain networks. Our ob-
er vations further ser ve as a basis for identifying current gaps in addressing these core problems
ater on. 
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Data Acquisition. As an initial step, supply chains require solutions linking physical flows to
heir digital counterparts. In this regard, QR codes and RFID tags [ 20 , 30 , 34 , 70 , 137 , 193 ] offer
eliable identification, i.e., such technologies enable automatic tracking and tracing of objects and
hus reduce data acquisition errors. Moreover, they inherently provide basic means of account-
bility and verifiability. Particularly food supply chains benefit from nearly real-time inventory
ata and product quality information [ 20 , 34 ]. However, obtaining such associated data requires
ctive scanning of QR codes and RFID tags at discrete points in time and thus might contradict the
esired timeliness of information flows [ 70 ]. 
In turn, the Internet of Things ( IoT ) extends the idea of linking the physical to the digital

orld by introducing sensors that actively report measurements using wireless links and thus
ully automate said process. For supply chains, IoT-based solutions may cover high volumes, ve-
ocities, and varieties of data and offer means to provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
evertheless, the adoption of IoT technology is generally slow due to high initial costs and high
erceived complexity [ 45 , 58 , 67 , 115 , 119 , 166 , 175 ]. Moreover, battery-powered IoT devices might
truggle to satisfy desirable security needs in practice. 

Data Protection. After the acquisition, the data has to be prepared for storage and further
tilization. With additional (shorter-lived) collaborations, i.e., a high level of dynamism, come
levated risks of accidental and direct or indirect data and knowledge leaks [ 210 ], for example,
ntrusted parties gaining illegitimate access, or (previous) access rights are not fully revoked (on
ime). These associated risks of losing control over one’s data or the need to deliberately give
p this control primarily hinder large-scale information exchanges [ 12 , 70 , 170 ]. Available crypto-
raphic building blocks, such as encryption (including identity- or attribute-based encryption [ 12 ])
r access control, promise to mitigate unintentional data leaks. However, collaboration may require
ollaborators to share their knowledge to create further insights. In cases where the collaborators
o not fully trust each other, i.e., perceived risks primarily originate within the supply chain [ 32 ],
MC can be applied to help collaborators compute the result of a function based on confidential
nputs without having to reveal these inputs [ 210 ]. Unfortunately, the performance of SMC-based
rotocols decreases quickly with increasing complexity or inputs [ 69 ], i.e., the application of SMC
n its current state for large supply-chain settings currently requires intensive analyses of feasibil-
ty, costs, and benefits. 

Data Storage. Data exchanges require that the data is available to all intended receivers. In
ecent years, we have observed an increased interest in the application of blockchain technology
nd smart contracts to facilitate the coordination between collaborators in (especially complex
nd globally distributed) supply chains [ 12 ]. Blockchain-based solutions are especially promising
n settings where trust between collaborators has not been fully established yet, e.g., in settings
here supply chains are highly dynamic. Blockchain systems can be either permissionless or per-
issioned , i.e., publicly available to anyone or accessible by a mutually known set of collaborators.
ven though permissionless blockchains allow for much more flexibility in dynamic settings, while
roviding public verifiability of what data has been recorded in the past, these systems have to re-
ort to resource-intensive consensus protocols to cope with the higher risk of interference by un-
rusted participants. Contrarily, permissioned blockchains allow for more fine-grained and more
fficient control over the exchanged information, e.g., mutually known collaborators can estab-
ish data authenticity more easily. However, this approach does not allow for the same dynamism
s permissionless blockchains do. In conclusion, the means to operate in a decentralized manner
ith (only) partly trusted collaborators highly depend on the parameters of the underlying supply

hain and the required flexibility regarding potential collaborators. 
So far, blockchains are predominantly deployed to improve traceability in food supply

hains [ 97 ]. However, other sectors (e.g., textile industry) have started to explore their
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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otential [ 119 ]. Especially food safety is an often-cited driver for the use of blockchain-based infor-
ation exchange [ 97 , 119 ]. As the deployment of blockchains to support supply chains increases,

he volume, velocity, and variety of blockchain-recorded data are bound to increase. However, un-
esolved scalability concerns of blockchain frameworks, as well as a lacking standardization in
his field [ 116 ], impose further challenges for the widespread adoption of blockchain-backed sup-
ly chains, especially if the supply chains experience high levels of dynamism. This lack has also
een identified for general supply-chain solutions [ 20 ]. 
Smart contracts can serve as an interface to codify and thus automate contractual rules, e.g.,

onditional payments, and thereby alleviate the complexity of blockchain-backed collaborations.
owever, growing validity and security concerns challenge their use [ 116 ], and they publish cod-

fied agreements to all partners. If data confidentiality among the collaborators is a priority, the
iscussed building blocks for data protection are needed to ensure the privacy of information flows
s well. 

Data Processing. Finally, the data will be processed to gain further utilizable insights. With
tructurally complex supply chain networks and high data volumes, special requirements for tech-
ical solutions arise that should handle complex and extensive data. With increasing volume, ve-

ocity, or variety (cf. Table 3 ), big data -based solutions are discussed frequently [ 32 , 99 , 171 , 175 ,
13 ]. However, given the widespread confidentiality and availability concerns, a distributed pro-
essing of data might be more suitable. 

To realize data processing, related work repeatedly mentions two basic concepts. Cloud com-
uting has been identified as a promising building block when dealing with a complex data di-
ension [ 213 ] due to its flexibility [ 30 ] and scalability [ 9 ], but also for the ease of extending the

et of stakeholders. However, as a (logically) centralized concept, cloud computing introduces a
ingle point of failure, where cyber-attacks or other outages can have an enormous negative im-
act on the security and utility dimensions [ 83 ]. As an alternative, edge computing [ 44 ] follows the
rinciple of decentralized data processing with a centralized purpose while still focusing on added
alue for all involved stakeholders, i.e., the processing is closer to the origin or the recipients of
pecific information, which increases capabilities regarding data volumes while further dealing
ith confidentiality concerns. However, new technology, e.g., edge-based setups, might increase

oordination overheads and might even deter companies from participating [ 70 , 170 ]. Regardless
f the approach, standardized formats [ 30 ], approaches [ 82 ], and interfaces are needed to realize
nter-organizational collaborations [ 115 ]. Still, more work in this direction is needed [ 51 ]. 

In conclusion, computer scientists have developed a multitude of technical building blocks that
eem suitable to also improve the reliability and confidentiality of data exchanges in supply chains
t every stage. However, the complexity of modern supply chains and their highly individual re-
uirements necessitate further tailoring of these building blocks in this challenging scenario. In
he following, we thus take a closer look at this technological gap. 

.5 Technological Gap 

he technical solutions that we compiled with our meta-survey (cf. Section 3 ) address various as-
ects and challenges for information flows within supply chains. Despite their individual strengths
nd potentials, open challenges remain for various combinations of supply chain characteristics
nd information flow properties. To the best of our understanding, these challenges primarily arise
rom technological gaps, which in turn follow from both missing technical building blocks as well
s a lack of shared inter-domain knowledge. 

Supply Chain Complexity. An important finding is that today’s solutions were initially and
ainly proposed for use in small, static supply chains. Thus, they fail to satisfy the requirements

f modern, complex, and rapidly evolving supply chain networks [ 20 ]. Especially, the security and
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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tility dimensions must be carefully revisited in light of multi-hop collaborations, i.e., a trans-
ormation from local collaboration clusters to global networks [ 107 ] is not only needed from a
usiness perspective, but also from a technological one. 

Reliability-by-Design. As in other settings, security and privacy are unfortunately still mostly
egarded as an unwanted necessity, i.e., when selecting technologies for deployment and means
f communication, the concepts of security-, safety-, and privacy-by-design are rarely considered.
urther, concepts that target the authenticity of submitted data [ 128 ] still lack practical implemen-
ations. Finally, technical solutions for reliable retraction of shared information, e.g., at the end
f an extensive collaboration phase, are missing. Thus, proposed and developed building blocks
s well as thorough approaches frequently neglect these aspects in their entirety as well. Con-
equently, today’s solutions frequently fail to consider all relevant information flow properties,
otentially raising the bar for their practical deployment. However, without a doubt, depending
n the use case, their importance varies. 
Inter-Domain Collaboration. Altogether, we notice that computer scientists cannot tackle

ll raised aspects on their own (cf. organizational dimension). Still, upcoming research efforts
hould pursue advances in supply chains more holistically, primarily by considering both the sup-
ly chain characteristics and the different properties of our taxonomy when developing, evolving,
nd proposing (new) building blocks, methods, and models for use in supply chains. Moving to-
ard a more abstract view of general challenges at the intersection of supply chain and computer

cience research, we next discuss the most crucial direction in Section 5 . 

 FU T URE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

ased on the insights generated from our literature meta-survey (Section 3 ) and our own research
xperience in the area, we now discuss and motivate relevant future research directions toward
ore secure and reliable information flows along supply chains. With this background in mind,

ur discussion focuses on necessary steps to close the inter-domain gap between industry and
cientific perspectives, especially computer science, to promote comprehensive and sustainable
olutions. 

Already in 2010, Sarac et al. [ 156 ] criticized the separation of supply chain literature into
ndustry-specific and academic works. Due to the lack of details on corresponding technical solu-
ions in the surveyed articles, we specifically complement our findings with directions identified by
dditional related work to achieve a thorough and well-founded collection of research directions.
ven though several of these aspects are already well-addressed within the computer science re-
earch community on a conceptual or isolated level, use-case-specific requirements and challenges
esult in novel, still open research areas when adopting existing technologies and concepts. Thus,
e identify a prevalent inter-domain gap impeding the adaption of existing (sophisticated) IT-
ased solutions. Hence, this section covers both (1) novel computer science research directions
nd (2) well-known research areas with a need for inter-domain adaptation and refinements. In-
isputably, past efforts also proposed valuable approaches at the intersection of computer science
nd supply chain research. However, to the best of our knowledge, these efforts primarily focus
n higher layers (cf. Figure 3 (a)), disregarding the (technical) foundations of information flows—
rimarily concerning the layer sensing and processing . That is, they build on (and also require)
eliable information flows to truly realize their presented contributions without outlining how to
mplement them in practice. 

In Table 4 , we provide a high-level overview of the different research directions and the re-
uired inter-domain collaborations along with the respective required expertise (involvement)
nd preliminary work of both domains. We stylistically distinguish the different properties and
ate each property on a scale from one (little) to three (significant) to give an overview of our
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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Table 4. Despite existing and ongoing, yet primarily isolated, preliminary work in both domains, we 
identify the significant need for inter-domain collaborations to truly advance the research intersection 

of reliable information flows in supply chains 

�: little ��: moderate ���: significant. 

The availability of preliminary work in one domain does not necessarily entail that less future involvement is needed. 
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mpression w.r.t. specific research directions: While we expect the need for significant contri-
utions by computer scientists in some directions (e.g., improving data reliability), other direc-
ions (e.g., the development of supply chain models) have a stronger focus on the supply chain
ackground. Overall, our table underlines the significant need for interdisciplinary collaborations,
here the required (research) input depends on the concrete direction. These insights motivate
ur following discussion. 
Refining Information Flows. The deficiencies regarding inter-domain concepts for informa-

ion flows identified by our meta-survey call for an interdisciplinary treatment of these concepts,
overing deployment and management aspects of supply chains. First, these deficiencies must be
ddressed by formalizing the concepts of information flows to allow the seamless cooperation of
nterdisciplinary teams on their application to realistic problems. Then, the technical challenges
f integrating these developed concepts into deployable systems must be addressed. Thus, future
esearch on supply chain information flow should address the following two questions. 
� How can the different perspectives and requirements of information flows be formalized in an

nterdisciplinary fashion? While research on information flow concepts is not novel per se, the re-
uired novelty stems from exchanging domain-specific knowledge and requirements with a com-
on inter-domain taxonomy (cf. Section 4 ) to initially derive, extend, and ultimately formalize

easible information flow concepts. Here, a more methodical and formal treatment of the present
equirements and restrictions from the supply chain domain by all stakeholders paves the way for
omputer scientists to propose thorough, feasible, and viable solutions for sophisticated informa-
ion flows and business processes within and along supply chains. 
� How can these refined information flows be realized in practice? Today’s technologies can re-

ult in improved decision-making when being combined with emerging technologies, new al-
orithms, and specific use cases [ 30 , 99 , 213 ]. Currently, such opportunities are, however, often
nder-utilized, as their full potential can only be unleashed through inter-domain collaboration.
hile a formal treatment of information flow concepts can identify where novel information

ows can bring disruptive changes, deploying these advances poses at least as big of a challenge.
ot only systems realizing these flows handle enterprise-sized processes, but they must also be
eployable seamlessly and most likely incrementally into functioning supply chains with many
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takeholders having different deployment processes and requirements, e.g., regarding privacy
 194 ]. 

Implications of Governance. Despite the potential (theoretic) benefits of evolved supply
hains, considerations regarding governance and standardization in practice constitute a highly
elevant topic. While computer science-driven solutions often are decentralized and designed with-
ut a controlling third party, companies frequently demand central monitoring capabilities (partly
ue to regulatory purposes). For example, compliance verification is mandatory (during tracing
nd tracking) and might assist at the time of recalls [ 180 ]. Hence, future work should look into
overnance frameworks that allow for a certain degree of autonomy, regulation, and legal penal-
ies yet combined with information confidentiality (cf. security dimension, Section 4.1 ). In partic-
lar, sophisticated or even optimal solutions from a computer science perspective require changes
hat respect governance and legal requirements. Consequently, technical measures that provide
egulators with reliable access to the required information while prohibiting them from analyzing
he content should be developed while also considering the following questions. 
� How can supply chain actors motivate their partners to increase the visibility of their infor-
ation flows for regulatory purposes? To date, privacy concerns challenge the establishment of

dditional information flows. Thus, future research should address these aspects to ultimately
ush for real-world use, e.g., using incentive mechanisms that reward actors who share crucial
nformation [ 104 ]. 
� What is the optimal tradeoff between human and technological resources for successfully imple-
enting reliable information? Conceptually, technology can only support governance. However,

overnance cannot be automated entirely [ 41 , 126 ]. Consequently, techniques and strategies are
equired to effectively analyze the human in the loop to govern, provide regulation, and make
ecisions wherever necessary. 
Mitigating Opportunistic Behavior. At times, supply chain actors only invest in traceability

ystems to mitigate their internal risks and do not consider implications on external partners [ 176 ],
eeking a local financial optimization with potential global long-term shortcomings [ 168 ]. Thus,
ore emphasis should be put on models that represent such changes holistically, i.e., minimizing

he (global) implications of opportunistic behavior. Existing research has identified game theory
s a promising technique to analyze and influence the opportunistic behavior of individual stake-
olders [ 207 ]. That said, future research should further try to derive universal incentive models
hat balance internal and external benefits. 

Transparency vs. Confidentiality. Distantly related to opportunistic behavior, information
ransparency and confidentiality directly oppose each other and significantly influence how
usinesses benefit from sophisticated information flows and corresponding business relation-
hips [ 147 ] (cf. the mentioned concerns in Section 3.5 ). In practice, corresponding information
ows and pressing concerns may still differ across supply chains due to different views of confi-
entiality as well as cultural and legal aspects [ 124 ]. Thus, these views may also affect the level of
penness [ 90 ] and transparency, such that further research needs to consider them when devel-
ping inter-domain solutions that are guided by the following questions. 
� Which risks are associated with sharing information? Proper risk assessments on sharing in-

ormation with collaborators are needed to establish information flows in practice. Existing lit-
rature either focuses on the confidentiality or the availability of the data and very few (e.g.,
 104 , 106 ]) discuss both aspects while maintaining the utility of the data. In line with this ques-
ion, researchers should investigate what information must be exchanged at the bare minimum
o implement (novel) use cases. Data minimalism is well-known in this context [ 54 ] and is
requently applied. 
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� Which information must be shared to realize minimalistic, and thus efficient and privacy-
reserving, dataflows for specific supply chains? Future research should explore the potential bene-
ts of creating data-sharing standards for supply chain collaborators that focus on accurately and
dequately sharing only relevant information. Besides the performance benefits, avoiding over-
haring data also mitigates the severity of privacy issues. Technical solutions to address these
ssues while maintaining the gained efficiency are needed as well. 

Improving Data Reliability. To strengthen businesses’ advantages of—and hence their incen-
ives for—providing sophisticated transparency, the respectively shared supply chain data, irre-
pective of its content, must be authentic and trustworthy to allow for reliable decision-making
n practice. Suppose the available data is of low quality, faulty, or tampered with in any way. In
hat case, improper or costly business decisions likely arise, potentially raising justified concerns
gainst data sharing. Hence, future research must address the following questions to overcome the
isks resulting from unreliable data sharing and utilization (along supply chains). 
� How can we ensure the reliability of supply chain data? When looking at the complete data

ifecycle, measures and concepts are needed to handle the data with care at all times, which might
ventually improve reliability, trust, and data quality as well. Initially, the data acquisition and
ensing must be secured, e.g., through trusted sensing [ 128 ], especially when handling goods in
ntrusted environments. Trusted platform modules ( TPMs ) and trusted execution environ-

ents ( TEEs ) can help to aid secure data exchanges and processing [ 11 , 75 ]. So far, corresponding
pproaches are still in their infancy. Data reliability can also be improved by adopting strong cryp-
ographic measures, such as data consistency through hash functions in blockchains [ 105 , 205 ].
imilarly, trust models [ 39 , 105 ] known from information sharing can also be adopted for reliable
ommunication [ 50 ]. 
� How can we reliably map product and information flows? In light of data reliability needs, we

ook forward to further evolution of initial approaches for tamperproof markings of shipments and
roducts (e.g., molecular fingerprinting, smart fingerprints, laser markings, and others) [ 140 , 173 ,
91 , 211 , 215 ]. Such smart fingerprints (e.g., [ 88 ]), for example, cannot be counterfeited and thus
an be very useful in conjunction with trust models, trust architectures, and modern digital tech-
ology, for validation purposes and for identifying faults (cf. Section 2.4 ). Third-party certificates
ttesting the product quality can also improve reliability [ 6 ]. They can also be digitized for (auto-
ated) usage in information flows. The first examples cover pharmaceuticals, diamonds, organic

roduce, and wherever ethical and sustainable practices [ 146 ] in product manufacturing demand
erification. 

New Technologies for SCM. The operation of existing and future technical solutions for reli-
ble information flows within supply chains needs to be coordinated to allow for smooth operation
nd for gradual adoption. Consequently, corresponding influences need to be well-researched. 

Adoption Potential. Newly proposed approaches have to be efficiently and effectively deploy-
ble in real-world supply chains to introduce benefits. First, organizations must establish their pro-
esses for long-term operations to attenuate spent investment costs over time. Second, introducing
ew technologies (cf. Section 4.4 ) constitutes further investments and bears the risk of disrupting
ny of the carefully established and validated supply chain processes. Hence, organizations tend
o be reluctant to explore the potential benefits of emerging new technologies in practice. 
� What are the organizational barriers when adopting new technologies, both cost-wise and beyond

osts? How can we overcome them? Detailed analyses of the associated direct and indirect costs must
e conducted when adopting new technologies that enable new use cases, for example, through
nformation flows [ 29 , 70 , 122 , 206 ]. Thus, they should also cover the aspects of decision-making
nd training of the workforce when deploying a new technology [ 9 ]. In addition, organizations
eed to factor in the potential revenue as well as long-term benefits following the adoption of
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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ew technologies. These cross-domain challenges can only be tackled with appropriate technical
xpertise (cf. our taxonomy). 
� To what extent can digital product verification be improved using new technologies? Involved or-

anizations and businesses also need to factor in advances in data reliability following the adoption
f new technologies, i.e., they need to confirm that they can still satisfy the required certification
nd data integrity. Thus, we call for additional research to compare the effectiveness of newly
roposed technologies. Today’s mix of varying maturity, at different operational levels, and vari-
us scales of adoption over the years, require a more standardized assessment of their potential,
rimarily focusing on the presented dimensions of data, security, and utility [ 147 ]. 
Standardization: The Road toward SCM-as-a-Service. This contemplated integration of new

echnologies requires establishing processes that facilitate both the technologies’ adoption and the
nboarding of affected businesses. Corresponding reliability improvements of information flows,
nd more generally, computer science-induced advances in the information lifecycle, promise the
otential to develop SCM-as-a-Service-like approaches that are based on digital, reliable, and ac-
ountable SCM. Thus, traditional supply chain actors could be encouraged to outsource parts of
heir current SCM, e.g., data analytics, storage, blockchain nodes, or ML/AI-based decision-making
hen provided with a sophisticated yet comprehensible standardized information exchange and
rocessing infrastructure. When researching this direction, future work can greatly benefit from
oundational work that promotes and fosters interoperability in supply chain networks, in parts
hrough interdisciplinary efforts. In addition, where applicable, cross-domain standards [ 215 ] can
lso be adopted more widely to make information flows generally more interoperable [ 64 ]. How-
ver, to ensure that these advances succeed in practice, research must holistically solve the distinct
echnical challenges of all layers (cf. Figure 3 (a)), including the often neglected lowest layer on
ensing and processing of information flows. 

Findability of Data and Information. When implementing (such) new data-driven processes
o improve decision-making (cf. Figure 3 (c)), all required input data must be accessible. Due to
he increasingly decentralized sourcing of information, companies must ensure that they can find,
ccess, and retrieve all relevant data. Appropriate technical solutions must be deployed in the field,
specially in settings where information needs to be shared over multiple hops. So far, research still
rioritizes the local view at times [ 80 ], and thus, corresponding solutions are not widely applicable.
Sophisticated Evaluations. Given the emergence of concepts and technical solutions for real-

zing reliable information flows, evaluating their costs, applicability, performance, data reliability,
nd security features constitute another crucial inter-domain research direction. 

Universal Supply Chain Models. As a first important measure, having access to standardized
upply chain models would be highly beneficial for both the development of novel solutions as
ell as their evaluation, especially when comparing different approaches. However, so far, no such
odel exists, hindering real-world feasibility studies as well as a standardized way to compare new

pproaches to existing work. Such information is essential to fully tap into the envisioned benefits
and to deploy research concepts and prototypes into productive use). Since such evaluation models
ould ease the adoption decisions for companies [ 156 ], respective research efforts and proposals
re highly encouraged. 

Availability of Real-World Testbeds. Moreover, standardized supply chain environments that
llow researchers to evaluate novel approaches for varying supply chain models are missing. Al-
hough existing work already addresses physical testbeds in the context of supply chains and
ogistics [ 63 ], more sophisticated and information flow-focused approaches are yet to be devel-
ped. Overall, this shortcoming concerns both reliable sensing, i.e., to evaluate reliable infor-
ation processing, and testbeds to study the effects of revisited decision-making (e.g., a setup

o source realistic information from). Integrating new technologies (including different sensing
ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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evices, blockchain technology, or storage solutions) and processes, which do not exist across
xisting supply chain networks, thus poses a significant barrier, especially in less technology-
xperienced industry sectors and supply chains. 

Longitudinal Studies. While simulations are still the predominant means to evaluate informa-
ion flows in supply chains [ 67 ], empirical research and real-world evaluations are lacking [ 44 ].

ost new approaches do not investigate the deployment in the field and over time thoroughly or
t all. Therefore, we require more work (and corresponding academic incentives to do so) that also
tudies the impact of novel solutions in the wild (being positive or negative) [ 166 ]. Such a shift
ould allow researchers and practitioners to better judge approaches regarding their real-world
otentials, consequences, and adoption chances. Currently, a barrier between academia and in-
ustry seems to exist where industry acts far more pragmatically than ‘sophisticated’ academic
esearch. Thus, as a third measure toward sophisticated evaluations, we identify improved and
eepened collaborations, acceptance, and attribution between those two worlds as highly desirable.
As outlined in this section and summarized in Table 4 , the need for future research, particularly

nter-domain research efforts, is significant. With our interdisciplinary contributions, i.e., a newly
roposed taxonomy and the list of supply chain characteristics, we hope to support upcoming
ollaborations by providing them with standardized terms and properties. Apart from easing the
ootstrapping of collaborations, we further expect that our holistic view of the research area will
educe the risk that researchers accidentally overlook or purposely ignore specific dimensions
hen researching communication infrastructures and information flows in supply chains. 

 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

ncreasingly complex supply chain networks imply the need to exchange information reliably. Re-
ent disruptions, such as COVID-19, the Suez canal obstruction, or the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
urther underline this situation. Only with extensive communication and reliable information can
ompanies make well-informed decisions to deal with disruptions and strengthen their resilience.
urprisingly, as a result of our meta-survey, research in computer science has widely overlooked
his aspect. Using analogies from the domain of computer science, we intend to familiarize com-
uter scientists with research in supply chains to eventually foster collaborations with supply
hain experts and contribute toward more secure and reliable information flow implementations.
lthough this article offers only an initial building block for this ambitious goal, it provides a
nique perspective on tackling the imminent challenges of supply chains with the help of com-
uter science. 
In particular, given the various use cases in supply chain management and their individual re-

uirements, a single technical solution (as frequently advocated) is not a realistic option. Instead,
ractitioners must compile a precise overview of the needed information for a particular use case
nd the requirements concerning the corresponding information flow as well as its underlying
ommunication infrastructure. However, to date, a common information flow terminology is miss-
ng, which leads to a situation where research challenges are not properly communicated to com-
uter scientists or already existing building blocks are not applied (correctly or at all) in practice.
o mitigate this cumbersome situation, we derived an abstract taxonomy, based on an extensive
urvey, that captures information flows within supply chains using the dimensions of data, secu-
ity, and utility. Thus, we create a foundation to establish a common understanding of information
ows by appropriately referring to research challenges, needs, and strategies. 
For future work, we call for a two-fold research agenda. First, appropriate technical building

locks from computer science are required to fully address the challenging needs in supply chains.
econd, more general research guidelines (including standardized evaluation models) should be
stablished to improve the comparability of proposed approaches. Thereby, their readiness and
CM Computing Surveys, Vol. 56, No. 2, Article 32. Publication date: September 2023. 
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otential can be judged more accurately. To conclude, computer scientists can be a powerful driver
n advancing information exchange and decision-making in supply chains, with improvements for
articipating companies and society in general. 
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